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ABSTRACT9

Open clusters are thought to be the birth place of most stars in the Galaxy. Thus, they are excellent10

laboratories for investigating stellar evolution, and X-ray properties of various types of stars (includ-11

ing binary stars, evolved stars, and compact objects). In this work, we investigate the population of12

X-ray sources in the nearby 300-Myr-old open cluster NGC 3532 using Chandra X-ray Observatory13

and multi-wavelength data from several surveys. We apply a random-forest machine-learning pipeline14

(MUWCLASS) to classify all confidently detected X-ray sources (S/N> 5) in the field of NGC 3532.15

We also perform a more detailed investigation of brighter sources, including their X-ray spectra and16

lightcurves. Most X-ray sources are confirmed as coronally-active low-mass stars, many of which are17

confidently identified by MUWCLASS. Several late B or early A-type stars are relatively bright in18

X-rays, most of which are likely binaries. We do not find any compact objects among X-ray sources19

reliably associated with NGC 3532, down to the limiting X-ray flux of ∼ 2× 10−15 erg s−1 cm−2, cor-20

responding to LX ∼ 6×1028 erg s−1 at the cluster’s distance. We also identify several Galactic sources21

beyond NGC 3532 that differ from typical coronally active stars, and were classified by MUWCLASS22

as potential compact objects. Detailed investigation reveals that these sources may indeed belong to23

rarer classes, and deserve follow up observations.24

1. INTRODUCTION25

Most stars are born in dense, gravitationally bound26

star clusters which are broadly classified into globular27

clusters (GC) and open clusters (OC). GCs are ancient28

(∼ 10Gyr), massive (> 106 M⊙) and are typically lo-29

cated off the Galactic disk, while OCs tend to be young30

(< 1Gyr), less massive (< 105 M⊙), and located within31

the Galactic disk (Larsen 2010). Old (several Gyr) OCs32

are known to exist, but are rare, indicating that they33

tend to gravitationally dissolve on timescales of hun-34

dreds of Myrs.35

By the age of a few million years, gas which is not36

used in star formation is expelled from the cluster via37

several mechanisms, including ionization, stellar winds,38

supernovae, and radiation pressure (Larsen 2010; Farias39

et al. 2015). At this age, the largest stars (O- and early40
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B-type) have gone supernova, leaving behind compact41

objects (CO) in the form of neutron stars (NSs) and42

black holes (BHs).43

The expulsion of gas reduces the cluster’s gravitational44

binding energy, and may cause the dissolution of more45

than 90% of OCs before 100 Myrs (Larsen 2010; Lada46

& Lada 2003). At that epoch, if the cluster survived gas47

expulsion, mass transfer in binaries becomes the prime48

factor for stellar evolution, while cluster evolution is pri-49

marily driven by stellar dynamics and external interac-50

tions. These clusters still undergo dissolution due to51

two-body relaxation, external shocks, and stellar evolu-52

tion. Only clusters with total initial mass > 104M⊙ are53

likely to survive beyond 1 Gyr (Larsen 2010).54

In clusters that are a few hundred Myr old or younger,55

X-ray sources are typically represented by coronally ac-56

tive lower mass stars and various types of Young Stellar57

Objects (YSOs), Active Binaries (e.g. RS CVn and58

BY Drac. systems), Cataclysmic Variables (CVs),59

and colliding-wind binaries (CWBs). Most NSs and BHs60
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born in supernova (SN) explosions are expected to re-61

ceive strong natal kicks and, hence, should escape the62

cluster quickly (van der Meij et al. 2021). However, some63

NSs and BHs could still remain bound to the cluster,64

e.g., NSs formed from electron capture SNe, especially65

if the SN explosion takes place in a binary system (Igo-66

shev et al. 2021; Stevenson et al. 2022; Gessner & Janka67

2018).68

With the exception of sources from a few special69

classes, (e.g., accreting NS with cyclotron lines in their70

spectra, AGN with redshifted broad iron lines, pulsat-71

ing X-ray sources), little can be learned about the X-ray72

source nature solely from X-ray data, especially if the73

source is not bright enough for a high resolution spec-74

trum (e.g., detecting spectral lines helps to distinguish75

between thermal plasma and nonthermal emission). The76

vast majority of X-ray sources in clusters are relatively77

faint and their nature is largely unknown. Therefore,78

multi-wavelength analysis of these sources is crucial to79

discern their nature.80

This paper, which is the first in a series of pa-81

pers about the intermediate age clusters observed by82

the Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO), presents the83

methodology and analysis of multiwavelength (MW)84

data for a well-known nearby cluster, NGC 3532, which85

has been studied in detail in the optical and near in-86

frared (NIR).87

1.1. NGC 353288

NGC 3532 is located 484+35
−30 pc away (Fritzewski89

et al. 2019) in the Carina region of the southern Milky90

Way. Its distance and Galactic coordinates (l = 289.6◦,91

b = 1.3◦) place it well within the Galactic plane. NGC92

3532 has an accepted age of ∼300 Myr (Fritzewski et al.93

2019). Fernandez & Salgado (1980) estimated the total94

cluster mass to be a moderate 2000M⊙, with brighter95

stars covering a 14′ × 20′ (2× 3 pc ) central region and96

fainter stars extending over 1◦ × 1◦ ((8× 8 pc, see Fig-97

ure 1). NGC 3532 exhibits a relatively low extinction98

E(B−V ) = 0.034±0.012 (Fritzewski et al. 2019) which99

allows for the detection of fainter and softer sources.100

NGC 3532 is covered by modern optical surveys, in-101

cluding the VST Photometric Hα Survey of the South-102

ern Galactic Plane and Bulge (VPHAS+; Drew et al.103

2014), the DECam Plane Survey 2 (DECaPS2; Sayd-104

jari et al. 2022), and Gaia eDR3 (Brown et al. 2021)105

and has also been the subject of dedicated spectroscopic106

(Fritzewski et al. 2019) and photometric studies (Clem107

et al. 2011).108

Temporal monitoring of NGC 3532 has been carried109

out with a 42-day long campaign with CTIO’s Yale 1-110

m telescope (Fritzewski et al. 2021). Identifications of111

variable stars in the NGC 3532 field are also available112

from the catalog of large-amplitude variables in Gaia113

DR2 (Mowlavi et al. 2021).114

Spectral classifications of optical stars in NGC 3532115

have been performed by Eggen (1981) and Fritzewski116

et al. (2019). Fritzewski et al. (2019) confirmed 660117

member stars within NGC 3532 using proper motion118

data from Gaia DR2, with the expectation that the119

cluster hosts over 1,000 stars in total, while Clem et al.120

(2011) estimated over 2,000 stars in total when account-121

ing for binaries.122

Using a deep optical survey with the Cerro Tololo123

Inter-American Observatory, Clem et al. (2011) derived124

a mass function power-law index of -2.54 for the higher125

mass star range (> 2M⊙; assuming 40 stars > 2M⊙126

from Figure 21 of Clem et al. 2011), which corresponds127

to ∼ 21 stars with initial mass > 3M⊙ that have died at128

the cluster age of 300 Myr, including ∼ 5 stars > 8M⊙129

that could form NSs or BHs, leaving lower mass B8V-130

B9V stars as the heaviest remaining stars. Clem et al.131

(2011) also estimated a binary fraction of ∼ 27%, based132

on the excess brightness, and listed 32 known and candi-133

date WDs, with photometry and location on the CMD134

compatible with NGC 3532 membership. Dobbie et al.135

(2012) confirmed spectroscopically the cluster member-136

ship of a total of seven WDs in NGC 3532. They in-137

ferred the WD masses to be 0.76-1.00 M⊙ and corre-138

sponding progenitor masses to be 3.7-6.9 M⊙. Raddi139

et al. (2016) confirmed three more member WDs, with140

VPHAS J110358.0-583709.2 being one of the most mas-141

sive WDs found in open clusters. This WD has a mass of142

1.13M⊙, and a modeled progenitor mass of 8.80 or 9.78143

M⊙. This may be an Oxygen/Neon WD, or otherwise144

was formed from a binary merger (Raddi et al. 2016).145

No NSs or BHs have been reported in NGC 3532.146

Dedicated analysis of X-ray sources in NGC 3532147

dates back to the ROSAT era. Franciosini et al. (2000)148

analyzed ROSAT data for NGC 3532 observed from149

1996-1997, discovering ∼50 X-ray sources, above 4σ de-150

tection significance level, fifteen of which have optical151

counterparts (belonging to the cluster) located within152

10′′ from the corresponding X-ray source. Most ROSAT153

X-ray sources were matched to cluster F-type stars.154

Four A-type stars were also detected, with their X-ray155

emission suspected to be due to unseen companions. Si-156

mon (2000) analyzed the same ROSAT data, discovering157

43 X-ray sources above 4σ detection significance level.158

With 174 optical cluster stars selected by Franciosini159

et al. (2000) within 17′ of the ROSAT pointing, the160

chance coincidence probability of one X-ray source to be161

matched with at least one cluster star, assuming the162
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stars are uniformly distributed across the sky, is 1.7%.1163

However, with an updated list of cluster members from164

Gaia DR2 (Jaehnig et al. 2021), ∼ 550 probable cluster165

member sources are detected in the same 17′ radius field.166

The chance coincidence probability is then 5.1%. As167

NGC 3532 sits in the Galactic plane, there’s also a large168

number of Galactic background stars. With > 48, 000169

Gaia DR3 sources in the 12′ field around the cluster cen-170

ter, the probability that an X-ray source is matched to171

at least one star is nearly 100%.172

Thus, in both ROSAT studies, large positional uncer-173

tainties (PUs) of ROSAT sources prevented definitive174

determination of counterparts in most cases, and the au-175

thors did not discuss sources other than flaring low mass176

stars. This underscores the need for high-resolution X-177

ray images while studying X-ray sources in the densely178

populated galactic fields. Both ROSAT studies indi-179

cated the hydrogen column density toward NGC 3532180

to be n(H) = 2× 1020 cm−2.181

The archival CXO data on NGC 3532 offer broader182

coverage in photon energies, better sensitivity, and sub-183

arcsecond angular resolution. The greatly improved184

positional accuracy and access to fainter X-ray source185

populations motivated us to carry out a detailed multi-186

wavelength study of NGC 3532, with a focus on classifi-187

cation of X-ray sources and identification of any unusual188

objects. For this purpose, we make use of our machine189

learning multi-wavelength classification pipeline, MUW-190

CLASS, described in detail in Yang et al. (2022). In Sec-191

tion 2, we describe the CXO observation of NGC 3532,192

the multi-wavelength catalogs, and the crossmatching193

procedure. In Section 3, we assess bulk properties of194

CXO sources using multi-wavelength plots, including195

color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) and color-color Dia-196

grams (CCDs). In Section 4, we present Machine Learn-197

ing (ML) classification results of X-ray sources in NGC198

3532. In Section 5, we follow up with more detailed199

analysis of selected X-ray sources using their X-ray spec-200

tral and multi-wavelength properties in conjunction with201

the ML classification results, including a discussion of202

candidate compact objects. Finally, Section 6 summa-203

rizes our findings.204

2. OBSERVATIONS AND ARCHIVAL DATA205

2.1. CXO data206

CXO conducted a single observation (ObsID 8941) of207

NGC 3532 with the Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrom-208

eter (ACIS; Garmire et al. (2003)) from 2008-10-23 to209

1 The chance coincidence probability obeys a Poisson distribution,
with λ given by the average number of stars expected within the
area of the X-ray source’s positional uncertainty.

2008-10-25 (MJD 54762-54764), for a total of 131,858 s210

(∼36 hours). About half of the cluster (see Figure 1;211

top panel) was imaged on the ACIS-I array operated in212

timed exposure mode (with time resolution of 3.2 s) us-213

ing the Very Faint telemetry format (which provides a214

lower background). The CXO image is shown in the bot-215

tom panel of Figure 1. The Chandra Source Catalogue216

2.0 (hereafter CSC2; Evans et al. 2020), released in 2020,217

contains detailed information (e.g., fluxes and variability218

measures) on a per-observation level, a stack-level, and219

a master-level. We use CSC2 to extract fluxes in three220

non-overlapping energy bands (hard band h =2.0-7.0221

keV, medium band m =1.2-2.0 keV, soft band s =0.5-222

1.2 keV), as well as the broadband flux (b =0.5-7.0 keV).223

CSC2 provides the mode (Fmode), as well as the lower224

and upper limits at 1-σ confidence (Flo and Fhi) to the225

mode to characterize the flux distribution for each source226

in the catalog. We calculate the mean and the variance,227

using the same equation from Yang et al. (2022), i.e.228

assuming the flux distribution to be the Fechner distri-229

bution with the equations from Possolo et al. (2019).230

We only select sources with signal-to-noise ratio > 5231

and with off-axis angles < 10′. We also require the X-232

ray sources to have valid flux measurements (that are233

not missing/null values) in at least one energy band for234

ML classification (see Section 4). From an initial list of235

300+ X-ray sources available in CSC2, 131 sources pass236

our selection criteria. The properties of these sources are237

compiled into a comprehensive machine-readable mas-238

ter table available online (a subset of this large table is239

shown in Table 2). Each source in the master table is240

assigned a unique identification number which is used241

throughout the rest of this paper.242

We construct three hardness ratios (HRs) from the243

three CSC2 fluxes:244

HRms =
fm − fs
fm + fs

, (1a)245

HRhm =
fh − fm
fh + fm

, (1b)246

HRh(ms) =
fh − (fm + fs)

fh + fm + fs
. (1c)247

248

249

CSC2 does not apply any astrometric corrections to250

their X-ray coordinates, which is accounted for with a251

systematic error of 0.71′′ (95% confidence) to account252

for this. Rather than using these PUs with uniformly253

added systematic uncertainty, we calculate the X-ray254

PUs using the empirical equation 12 from Kim et al.255

(2007).256

Then, we apply our own astrometric corrections. We257

use the CIAO wcs match algorithm to align the co-258
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Figure 1. The top panel shows the Digital Sky Survey image of NGC 3532 with the CXO ObsID 8941 (analyzed in this paper)
ACIS field of view overlayed (white squares). The red cross shows the cluster center (Clem et al. 2011). The bottom panel
shows the ACIS-I image. An animated version of this image is available, showing 0.5 ks slices of the observation.
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ordinates of CSO sources to the Gaia eDR3 catalog259

(see Appendix B). We find an astrometric correction of260

∆RAcos(DEC) = 0.23 ′′ and ∆DEC = 0.15 ′′ with a 1-σ261

alignment uncertainty of 0.092 ′′, which is then added to262

the X-ray PUs in quadrature.263

Several metrics for detecting intra-observation source264

variability are available from CSC2, including P-values265

based on Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Kuiper’s statistics.266

We decided to use Kuiper’s statistics, as it is more ro-267

bust.2 In this work, sources with Kuiper variability268

probability above 99% (≈ 2.6σ) are taken as variable.269

2.2. Gaia270

The Gaia eDR3 catalog was released on December271

2020 (Brown et al. 2021). It contains positions, pho-272

tometry, parallax, and proper motion data for 1.8 billion273

sources. Typical PUs range from ∼ 0.02 mas at G < 15274

to ∼ 1.0 mas at G = 20.275

Gaia’s photometric information is provided in the276

broad G band (330-1050 nm) and two narrower BP (330-277

680 nm) and RP (640-1050 nm) bands. The Gaia G278

band is sensitive to about G = 21, with a magnitude279

uncertainty of 0.3 mmag at G < 13, rising to 6 mmag280

at G = 20 (Brown et al. 2021). The BP band overes-281

timates the flux of faint red sources, leading to these282

sources appearing bluer than they should be. BP uncer-283

tainties increase from 0.9 mmag at G < 13 to 108 mmag284

at G = 20.3 (Brown et al. 2021)285

From Gaia eDR3, distances to 1.3 billion objects were286

estimated from parallax data by Bailer-Jones et al.287

(2021). These distances, rgeo, are purely geometric, i.e.,288

they do not rely on photometry. The accuracy of these289

distances depends heavily on the reliability of the par-290

allax measurement, so only distances inferred from pos-291

itive parallax measurements, with π/σπ >= 2 are used292

in our ML classification (see Section 4). A large peak is293

seen in the distribution of source distances around 475294

pc, consistent with the NGC 3532 cluster distance of 484295

pc derived from Gaia DR2 (Fritzewski et al. 2019).296

Shortly before the submission of this work, Gaia DR3297

was released. While the release did not include new as-298

trometry or photometry, many derived astrophysical pa-299

rameters for millions of sources were made available, in-300

cluding distance, mass, age, temperature, spectral type,301

and emission lines (Collaboration et al. 2022). These pa-302

rameters were derived using the Apsis Pipeline, which303

includes multiple, independent analysis modules. Al-304

though the quality of any one parameter should be taken305

2 For additional details, see https://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/why/ks
test.html

3 ∼ 60 mmag at BP = 20 for the field of NGC 3532

with caution, when the stellar parameters from indepen-306

dent modules are consistent, these parameters should307

be more reliable. Therefore, we supplement our analy-308

sis of NGC 3532 with Gaia DR3 astrophysical parame-309

ters, when they are consistent between Gaia modules310

and applicable. We primarily used the ESP-ELS module311

for the classification of spectral types, the FLAME mod-312

ule for mass and age, and the GSP-Phot Aeneas module313

for temperature. While multiple modules provide dis-314

tances, Collaboration et al. (2022) suggested that they315

may not be reliable, so we continued to use the Gaia316

eDR3 distances from Bailer-Jones et al. (2021).317

2.3. 2MASS318

The Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) is a near-319

infrared (NIR) all sky survey conducted between 1997-320

2001 (Skrutskie et al. 2006). 2MASS conducted obser-321

vations in the near-infrared J (1.25 µm), H (1.65 µm),322

and K (2.16 µm) bands, with 10σ point source detec-323

tion levels at 15.8, 15.1, and 14.3 mag respectively. For324

sources with magnitudes in the K band between 8.5-13325

mag, the photometric uncertainty is about 0.03 mag.326

The astrometric accuracy ranges from < 100 mas for327

brighter sources to > 200 mas for fainter sources above328

16 mag.329

2.4. WISE330

The WISE telescope is an infrared (IR) all-sky survey331

mission launched in 2009. WISE conducts observations332

in 4 infrared bands, W1 (3.4 µm), W2 (4.6 µm), W3333

(12 µm), and W4 (22 µm), with a full width at half334

maximum (FWHM) of 6′′, translating to a typical sub-335

arcsecond level angular resolution. The 5σ point source336

detection levels for the 4 bands occur at the equivalent of337

16.5, 15.5, 11.2, and 7.9 Vega mags respectively, with a338

uncertainty of 0.185 mag (Wright et al. 2010). The All-339

WISE catalog, released in 2013, combines WISE data340

from the primary mission phase, as well as the NEO-341

WISE mission phase (Cutri et al. 2021).342

The UnWISE (Schlafly et al. 2019) and CatWISE2020343

(Marocco et al. 2021) catalogs combine previous cata-344

log data with more recent NEOWISE observations to345

increase sensitivity beyond AllWISE. In particular, Un-346

WISE has 5 times, and CatWISE2020 has 6 times longer347

exposure times compared to AllWISE. UnWISE 50%348

completeness limits are W1 = 17.93 mag and W2 =349

16.72 mag. CatWISE2020 S/N=5 limits are W1 = 17.43350

mag and W2 = 16.47 mag. UnWISE and CatWISE2020351

do not offer W3 or W4 data.352

In this work, observations from all three catalogs are353

used for plotting and ML classification (Section 4). Un-354

WISE fluxes in the W1 and W2 bands were converted to355

https://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/why/ks_test.html
https://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/why/ks_test.html
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magnitudes. AllWISE sources and magnitudes are pre-356

ferred over CatWISE2020 sources when both are avail-357

able to maintain consistency with the use of W3 mag-358

nitudes from AllWISE, while both are preferred over359

UnWISE sources.360

2.5. DECaPS2 and VPHAS+361

To complement the above all-sky, but relatively shal-362

low surveys, we used the deeper DECam Plane Survey363

2 (DECaPS2; Saydjari et al. 2022). DECaPS2 is an op-364

tical and NIR survey conducted with the Dark Energy365

Camera at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory366

in Chile. It reaches a typical single-exposure depth of367

23.7, 22.7, 22.2, 21.7, and 20.9 mag4 in the optical and368

NIR g, r, i, z, Y bands, with a typical seeing of 1′′.369

DECaPS2 magnitudes were converted into Gaia mag-370

nitudes using a linear model fit for ∼ 40, 000 sources371

with both Gaia and DECaPS2 magnitudes in the field372

of NGC 3532. The g, r, i, z bands were fit to Gaia G373

band; g, r, bands to RP band; and r, i, z bands to BP374

band. Since DECaPS2 extends significantly deeper than375

the surveys used in the training dataset, this survey376

was not used to classify sources in the ML pipeline as377

it may introduce biases. The standard deviation of con-378

verted magnitudes at Gaia G = 21 is ∼ 0.2 mag for379

G, and ∼ 0.5 mag for GBP and GRP . Extrapolation of380

converted DECaPS2 magnitudes to fainter ranges than381

Gaia reaches may result in larger errors. However, for382

the purposes of this work, having precise magnitudes is383

not essential.384

We also analyzed the VST Photometric Hα Survey385

of the Southern Galactic Plane and Bulge (VPHAS+;386

Drew et al. 2014) data of NGC 3532. However, only387

1 CXO source (Source 77) had VPHAS+ counterparts388

without Gaia counterparts, and this source was detected389

in more bands in DECaPS2.390

2.6. Crossmatching391

CXO sources in NGC 3532 were crossmatched to opti-392

cal and infrared counterparts to enable multi-wavelength393

analysis, plotting, and ML classification. After the as-394

trometric correction (see Appendix B), CXO sources395

were first cross-matched to Gaia eDR3 sources using the396

combined 2σ PUs by adding (in quadrature) the X-ray397

and Gaia PUs. Source positions at the Gaia eDR3 epoch398

(2016) are propagated to the epoch of the CXO obser-399

vation (2008) using proper motions, when available.400

The CXO PU is calculated by combining the empirical401

PU using equation 12 from Kim et al. (2007) and the402

4 This is the photometric depth corresponding to 50% source re-
covery rate(Saydjari et al. 2022).

alignment uncertainty measured from the astrometric403

correction (see Appendix B) in quadrature. Gaia PUs404

include the Gaia coordinate uncertainty, uncertainty in405

proper motions, parallaxes and their uncertainties, and406

astrometric excess noise. The CXO PUs for sources in407

the NGC 3532 field range from 0.25′′ to 2.4′′ with a408

median value of 0.79′′.409

2MASS and ALLWISE counterparts were then identi-410

fied using the Gaia eDR3 pre-computed cross-matched411

sources, using the “best neighbor” source (Marrese412

et al. 2021). For multi-wavelength counterparts from413

other catalogs (DECaPS2, CatWISE2020, UnWISE)414

that do not have pre-computed cross-matches, or the415

2MASS and ALLWISE counterparts of sources that do416

not have Gaia counterparts (such that pre-computed417

cross-matches are not available), the counterparts were418

matched using the PUs of the multi-wavelength and X-419

ray catalogs added in quadrature. For all multiwave-420

length catalogs but Gaia eDR3, we multiply the Gaia421

eDR3 proper motion by the catalog reference epoch dif-422

ference, and add it to the total PU.423

The recalculated CXO source PUs are significantly424

smaller than the PUs in CSC2, and we suspect they425

may be underestimated (e.g., several soft X-ray sources426

were < 1′′ away from fairly bright optical stars). There-427

fore, we increased the combined CXO and multiwave-428

length catalog PUs by a factor of 1.5. As a result, 6429

additional sources previously lacking any counterparts430

are matched to a counterpart, while 31 additional coun-431

terparts are added in total.5 Given that the CXO PUs432

are 2σ uncertainties, these 6 additional matches are ex-433

pected. Assuming a median of 1.2′′ for the ex-434

panded CXO PU, the chance coincidence prob-435

ability for a CXO source to be matched with at436

least one cluster member, assuming an average437

density of ∼ 1, 000 cluster members in a 20′ ra-438

dius field that covers the CXO field (see Sec-439

tion 3.1), is ∼ 0.1%, while the probability to be440

matched with any Gaia source (including back-441

ground sources), assuming an average density of442

∼ 48, 000 Gaia sources in the 12′ radius field di-443

rectly surrounding the CXO field, is ∼ 12.5%. We444

emphasize this mostly affects sources near the445

edge of the CXO field with large PUs that were446

not already matched to Gaia counterparts (which447

in most cases are well within CXO PUs), and we448

discuss some of these sources in Section 5.449

5 A CXO source that only has one counterpart, may be
matched to counterparts in other catalogs after the ex-
pansion of the combined PU.
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Of the 131 CXO sources in the field of NGC 3532450

that pass our selection criteria, 109 have Gaia counter-451

parts; 15 have DECaPS2+ counterparts but not Gaia;452

95 have 2MASS counterparts; 82 have WISE counter-453

parts, of which 47 were from AllWISE, 25 were from454

CatWISE2020, and 10 were from UnWISE.455

3. CLUSTER ANALYSIS456

We summarize various multiwavelength properties of457

CXO sources in the field of NGC 3532 with several plots,458

including luminosity function plots, color-magnitude di-459

agrams (CMDs), color-color diagrams (CCDs), and a460

hardness ratio diagram (HRD).461

3.1. Cluster membership462

Cluster membership is determined by a set of distance463

and proper motion cuts using Gaia eDR3 data (Brown464

et al. 2021; Bailer-Jones et al. 2021). About 134,000465

Gaia sources within 20′ from the center of the ACIS-I466

array field-of-view (see Figure 1) were included in the467

analysis. First, we apply a preliminary cut by excluding468

sources outside ±33% pc and ±5 mas/yr of the mean469

cluster distance of 484 pc, and proper motion of µα =470

−10.37 mas/yr, µδ = 5.18 mas/yr (Fritzewski et al.471

2019). Then, the sources within one standard deviation472

of the median value of all three parameters are taken473

as cluster members. This process produces a member-474

ship list of 916 stars which is relatively pure. Compared475

to a list of 660 members produced by Fritzewski et al.476

(2019) from radial velocity data and Gaia DR2, our list477

is larger, but may be less pure. Within our 20′ radius478

field, Fritzewski et al. (2019) select 356 members, from479

which we also select 344 as members. However, we have480

close to three times the total number of members. Com-481

pared to another list of 1,300 members produced from482

Gaia DR2 parallax and proper motions using Gaussian483

mixture models (Jaehnig et al. 2021), our list is less484

complete, because we restricted our selection of sources485

to r < 20′, but it is more pure, having less contam-486

inants with obviously wrong proper motions and dis-487

tances. The number of CXO sources crossmatched to488

cluster members also increases to 57 compared to 40489

from Jaehnig et al. (2021)490

3.2. Variability491

Using the definition of variability discussed in Section492

2, we find that 37 X-ray sources out of 131 (i.e. 28%) are493

significantly variable. Of these, 34 have Gaia, 30 have494

2MASS, 24 have WISE, and 2 have DECaPS2 counter-495

parts. About 20 variable sources are likely to be clus-496

ter members, and 18 display flares. For the 16 flaring497

sources having Gaia distances, their average flare lumi-498

nosities6 are in the range 7×1029 −9×1031 erg s−1 cm−2.499

The largest flare from a cluster member is the flare of500

Source 29 at 3.4× 1030 erg s−1 cm−2.501

3.3. Luminosity Function502

The cumulative luminosity function of CXO sources503

in the field of NGC 3532 is shown in Figure 2. Luminos-504

ity is calculated from the CXO broadband (0.5-7 keV)505

flux using Gaia distances (Bailer-Jones et al. 2021) for506

sources with a Gaia counterpart. Sources without Gaia507

counterpart are not shown. The top curve shows the508

108 CXO sources with a distance measurement, while509

the bottom curve shows the 60 cluster members.510

All sources brighter than 1031 erg s−1 are not clus-511

ter members. At higher luminosities the cluster lumi-512

nosity function may be approximated by a power-law,513

while at lower luminosities it comes to a plateau. While514

the plateauing can be explained by the limiting sensi-515

tivity of the observation, below which objects are not516

detected, the apparent break near LX ≈ 3×1029 erg s−1
517

should not be related to the sensitivity limit of ∼ 5 ×518

1028 erg s−1.519

3.4. Color-Magnitude Diagrams520

A color-magnitude diagram (CMD) of NGC 3532 con-521

structed from Gaia and DECaPS2 data is shown in Fig-522

ure 3. All Gaia eDR3 sources within the 12′-radius523

around the center of ACIS-I field of view are shown524

in black. Cluster members are shown in cyan. Gaia525

sources with CXO counterparts are shown with a red-526

yellow color scale, with color indicating the value of the527

medium-soft hardness ratio, HRms. The sizes of the528

markers for these sources scale with the logarithm of the529

CXO broad-band flux, log(Fb). Variable X-ray sources530

are marked with asterisks. Several known WDs in NGC531

3532 crossmatched to Gaia sources are shown in green,532

and appear below the main sequence.7 An isochrone for533

the age of 300 Myr, distance 484 pc, solar metallicity,534

and extinction E(B-V)=0.034 (discussed in Section 1.1)535

is also shown.8536

The cluster members form a clear main sequence. A537

few evolved cluster stars are well-fitted by the isochrone538

(except for one). The isochrone appears to be slightly539

offset to the left of the main sequence, with the devia-540

tion more apparent in the lower mass range. This de-541

viation is due to an issue with how isochrone models542

6 All flare luminosities we provide hereafter are average flare lumi-
nosities.

7 See also Table 4.
8 Isochrones are constructed with Python Isochrones package, us-
ing MIST stellar evolution models (Morton 2015).
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Figure 2. Cumulative luminosity function of CXO sources in the field of NGC 3532. Top: 108 sources in field with a distance
measurement. Bottom: 60 CXO sources crossmatched to cluster members.

transform colors, and is also present in isochrones in543

Fritzewski et al. (2019). One cluster member appears544

near the known white dwarfs, but is not classified as a545

white dwarf by Gaia DR3 DSC-Combmod (Fouesneau546

et al. 2022). There are a few sources that passed our547

fairly strict cut for cluster membership (Section 3.1) but548

are still located below the main sequence. The origin of549

these sources is unclear. Since none of these outliers co-550

incides with CXO sources, we do not investigate them551

further.552

Many sources with X-ray counterparts are located553

near the isochrones, indicating their cluster member-554

ship. Given the optical properties and the relative X-ray555

softness (see colormap), these sources are probably stars556

with active coronae (this conclusion is confirmed later in557

Section 4 with ML classification and in Section 5 with558

spectral analysis). Most variable X-ray sources appear559

at the fainter part of the NGC 3532 main sequence pop-560

ulated by low-mass stars.561

There are two additional structures that are visible562

in the CMD plot, one above and one below the main563

sequence. These structures were also noticed by Clem564

et al. (2011). The structure below the main sequence565

are contaminating field stars withing the plane of the566

Galaxy beyond NGC 3532. A number of counterparts567

of harder X-ray sources fall within this region. Their568

hardness can be attributed to the additional absorption569

through the plane, and/or to the intrinsically harder570

spectra. The plume of sources above the main sequence571

(mostly field giant stars according to Clem et al. 2011)572

merges with the main sequence at fainter magnitudes,573

but branches off at brighter magnitudes. The two CXO574

sources with DECaPS converted magnitudes at G > 22575

are discussed in 4.576

Similarly constructed NIR and IR CMDs are shown577

in Figure 5. In the NIR CMD, the same three structure578

as in the optical CMD are visible. Most X-ray sources579

still appear on the main sequence, with a number of580

NIR-faint sources with harder X-ray spectra clustering581

toward the bottom of the main sequence. Many of these582

sources are variable in X-rays. These are likely to rep-583

resent a mix of flaring low-mass stars in the cluster, or584

beyond it.585

The structures seen in the optical and NIR CMDs586

are not apparent in the IR CMD. The main sequence is587

still visible, but non-cluster sources now appear close to588

the main sequence at brighter magnitudes. Most vari-589

able sources are clustered at the fainter end of the CMD590

similarly to the optical and NIR CMDs.591

3.5. Hardness Ratio Diagram592

A hardness ratio plot for all X-ray sources in the field593

of NGC 3532 is shown in Figure 4. Any counterparts594

are indicated by overlapping markers, see plot legend.595
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Figure 3. Color Magnitude Diagram (CMD) of NGC 3532. All Gaia sources located within 20′ from the center of CXO
observation are shown in black. Cluster members are shown in cyan. Cluster WDs with Gaia counterparts are shown in green.
Sources with X-ray counterparts are shown in red-yellow color scale, with color indicating the CXO hardness ratio HRms (redder
color corresponds to softer spectrum), and size proportional to the logarithm of the broadband flux (Fb). Variable X-ray sources
marked with asterisks. An extinction vector corresponding to AV = 1 is shown in blue, while the total Galactic AV in this
direction is ≈ 4. An isochrone corresponding to the age of 300 Myrs, d = 484 pc, and extinction E(B − V ) = 0.034 is also
plotted. Reference labels for several spectral types based on isochrone masses are shown.
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The numerous sources with soft (HRms < −0.7) spec-596

tra and fairly blue optical counterparts (0 <BP-RP<597

1.5) are main sequence stars (cf. Figure 3) belonging to598

NGC 3552. The soft X-ray emission can be attributed599

to active stellar coronae with typical temperatures of a600

few million degrees (a fraction of a keV). As we show601

in Section 4, the MUWCLASS pipeline indeed classifies602

these sources as low-mass stars. The softest and bluest603

of these sources (lying solely on the main sequence) are604

virtually all non-variable, implying that the 130 ks CXO605

observation was too short to catch any flares. Their X-606

ray luminosities correspond to a steady level of coronal607

activity at ∼ 1029 erg s−1. For comparison, the Sun’s608

quiescent X-ray luminosity ranges from 1027 erg s−1 to609

1028 erg s−1 (Judge et al. 2008), significantly lower than610

the luminosities of these cluster stars. This is consis-611

tent with the expectation that younger stars are more612

coronally active (Güdel & Nazé 2009; Davenport et al.613

2019).614

The redder sources (1.5 <BP-RP< 3) mostly corre-615

spond to the bottom part of the cluster’s main sequence616

(see Figure 3) with most of these sources exhibiting617

somewhat harder X-ray spectra. The central part of618

the HR diagram contains a number of these redder vari-619

able sources, which could be active binaries or flaring620

coronae of more active solitary stars. Finally, there are621

several soft X-ray sources that lack optical and NIR/IR622

counterparts, or with only faint DECaPS2 counterparts.623

Their properties are discussed in more detail in Section624

5.4.625

The upper right region of the HR diagram features626

strongly absorbed sources with relatively hard (either627

due to strong absorption or intrinsically hard) X-ray628

spectra. Twenty of these sources have optical counter-629

parts, 13 of which have only faint ones in DECaPS2. As630

discussed in Section 4 and Section 5.5, many of these631

sources are likely AGNs, while the ones for which we632

can exclude an extragalactic origin may be Galactic CO633

systems.634

3.6. Color-Color Diagrams635

Color-Color Diagrams of NGC 3532 constructed from636

Gaia, 2MASS, and WISE data are shown in Figure 6,637

with the same color scheme as in Figure 3. The sources638

along the diagonal locus of points are mostly stellar,639

while the outliers are more likely to be binaries or non-640

stellar sources. The harder sources are typically asso-641

ciated with redder sources in BP-RP and J-W2 colors,642

suggesting that both X-ray HRs and colors are affected643

(at least partly) by the extinction (see extinction vec-644

tors). The W2 band is too red to be affected by the645

extinction, and must be more representative of the in-646

trinsic spectrum of the source.647

4. MACHINE LEARNING CLASSIFICATION648

We supplement our analysis with automated classifica-649

tion of X-ray sources using a multiwavelength machine-650

learning classification (MUWCLASS) pipeline described651

in detail by Yang et al. (2022). The pipeline makes use of652

a training dataset (TD; see also Yang et al. (2022)) with653

∼ 3, 000 X-ray sources of known classes and 33 mul-654

tiwavelength features from CSC2, Gaia, 2MASS, and655

three WISE catalogs, including fluxes, magnitudes, col-656

ors, X-ray variability characterization, distances, and lu-657

minosities.9658

MUWCLASS uses a Random Forest algorithm to clas-659

sify X-ray sources into eight classes: low-mass stars660

(LM-STARs,up to late B-type), high-mass stars (HM-661

STARs, OB and Wolf-Rayet), AGNs, Young Stellar662

Objects (YSOs, protostars and pre-main sequence663

stars), Low-Mass X-ray Binaries (LMXBs, includ-664

ing binaries in quiescence , and spider-type sys-665

tems), High Mass X-ray Binaries (HMXBs, including666

gamma-ray binaries), Cataclysmic Variables (CVs),667

and Neutron Stars (NSs, only isolated ones are in-668

cluded). For additional details of which types of669

sources and catalogs comprise each class, please670

refer to Section 2.1 of Yang et al. (2022).671

Since NGC 3532 is near the Galactic plane, and nearly672

all AGNs included in the TD are located outside of the673

plane, the reddening through the Galactic plane in the674

direction of NGC 3532 corresponding to E(B−V ) = 1.3675

(Ruiz 2018), as well as photoelectric absorption corre-676

sponding to nH = 9 × 1021 cm−2 (Güver & Özel 2009)677

has been applied to all TD AGNs in the optical-NIR-678

IR and X-rays, respectively (see Yang et al. 2022 for679

details).680

For each feature of each source (in both the TD and681

the field data to be classified), MUWCLASS creates682

a probability distribution function of the feature val-683

ues based on the measurement uncertainties. We run684

MUWCLASS 1,000 times, each time sampling features685

from their probability distribution functions, and each686

time producing classification probabilities for each class,687

based on the percent of trees in the random forest that688

9 Note that the pipeline described in Yang et al. (2022) did not
use distances and luminosities. We added these features in this
work.
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Figure 4. HR diagram for CXO sources. Variable sources are marked with asterisk. Sources with WISE counterpart marked
with dark gray circle; 2MASS counterpart with light gray circle; optical counterparts have colormap corresponding to Gaia
BP-RP color, with sources missing BP-RP color shown in black. Sources with multiple counterparts have overlapping markers.
Non-variable sources without counterparts are marked with small ’x’ crosses.
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Figure 5. Color-Magnitude Diagrams of NGC 3532 in near-IR (left) and IR (right). The left panel also shows the isochrone
corresponding to the age of 300 Myrs, d = 484 pc, and extinction E(B − V ) = 0.034. Cluster members shown in cyan, field
sources shown in black, sources with X-ray counterparts in red-yellow color scale (with color indicating medium-soft hardness
ratio (HRms), and size proportional to the logarithm of the broadband flux (Fb). Variable X-ray sources marked with asterisks.
For the left panel, the AllWISE catalog, which cross-matches to 2MASS sources, are used for background
sources. For the right panel, AllWISE+UnWISE+CatWISE2020 sources are used for background sources.

Figure 6. Optical and Infrared CCDs of NGC 3532 , constructed similar to 5 are used. An extinction vector corresponding
to AV = 1 is shown in blue.
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predict that class.10 After 1,000 samplings, the mean689

probability (Pclass) of a source belonging to each class,690

and its standard deviation (∆Pclass; hereafter the classi-691

fication probability uncertainty) which characterizes the692

width of the Pclass distribution, can thus be calculated693

by incorporating uncertainty information for each fea-694

ture (see (Yang et al. 2022) for further details).695

Confidently classified CXO sources are selected using696

a classification confidence threshold defined as:697

CT = min
class

(
Ppredicted class − Pclass

∆Ppredicted class +∆Pclass
), (2)698

where the class index runs through the classes that are699

different from the predicted class. We define confidently700

classified sources as those with CT≥ 2.701

Unlike Yang et al. (2022), we use distance mea-702

surements, rgeo, from the Gaia eDR3 distance catalog703

(Bailer-Jones et al. 2021) to the list of features. This704

allows for the incorporation of NIR J-band, optical G-705

band and broadband X-ray luminosities for sources with706

reliable distances, defined by a cut on the Gaia eDR3707

parallax measurements π/σπ >= 2. This cut removes708

the distances of most sources in the TD where a real par-709

allax measurement is not expected, e.g., AGNs. About710

one third of all CXO sources in the TD, and in the field711

of NGC 3532, have distances after the cut. About 95%712

of CXO sources with Gaia counterparts in the field of713

NGC 3532 have distances, which is expected due to the714

proximity of the cluster, and its location in the Galactic715

plane.716

Due to the inclusion of the additional features, we re-717

evaluate the performance of the MUWCLASS pipeline,718

which is summarized by the confusion matrices in719

Appendix A. Overall, the addition of these distance-720

dependent features slightly improves the performance721

of the pipeline. Similar to the unmodified pipeline,722

the best performing classes are AGNs, LM-STARs, and723

YSOs, which are the best represented classes in the TD.724

Since sources that include stellar COs are both diverse725

in nature, and lower in number in the TD, the classi-726

fication performance of CO classes (LMXBs, HMXBs,727

CVs, NSs) tend to be worse, and classifications tend to728

be confused among these classes.729

Therefore, to more efficiently search for CO candidates730

in NGC 3532, we combined LMXBs, HMXBs, CVs and731

10 For example, a source to be classified may have Gaia feature
G = 15 mag with uncertainty eG = 0.05 mag. For the 1,000
samplings, one sampling may produce G = 14.99 mag, while
another could give G = 15.02 mag. As a result, for one sampling,
80% of trees in the random forest may classify the source as a LM-
STAR, 20% a YSO, while for another sampling the probability
outcomes will be slightly different.

NSs into a candidate CO class, with the classification732

probability calculated as the sum of the probabilities to733

belong to each of the four classes, and the correspond-734

ing classification probability uncertainties combined in735

quadrature. After merging the four classes into one,736

the previous 8-class scheme turns into a 5-class scheme737

which includes AGNs, HM-STARs, LM-STARs, YSOs738

and candidate COs. The same confidence threshold in739

equation 2 was recalculated to evaluate the confident740

classifications in the 5-class scheme. The performance741

evaluation of the pipeline using the 5-class scheme is742

shown in the lower panel in Fig. 22 in Appendix A.743

4.1. Classification Summary744

Among the 131 X-ray sources in the NGC 3532 field,745

70 have already been classified in Yang et al. (2022)746

while others were dropped either because they have large747

PUs or have confused and extended CSC2 flags raised.748

Of these 70 sources, 31 are confidently classified in this749

work, with their classification mostly consistent with the750

results of Yang et al. (2022).11 These include 19 LM-751

STARs, 6 AGNs, 4 YSOs, 1 HM-STAR, and 1 LMXB.752

The classification breakdown of the 131 X-ray sources753

in this work is shown in Figure 7, with the 8-class scheme754

results shown in the first two panels, and the 5-class755

scheme results shown in the last two panels. The second756

and fourth panels show the sources that passed the con-757

fidence cut at CT=2 for their respective class schemes.758

In the 8-class scheme, only 3 out of 31 sources clas-759

sified as one of the CO classes pass the confidence cut.760

After combining the 4 classes into a single CO class (the761

5-class scheme), 14 sources out of 37 classified as a candi-762

date CO pass the confidence cut. None of the candidate763

COs were crossmatched to a cluster member. Two of764

the 14 only have DECaPS counterparts, which765

were not used in ML classification, while one of766

the 15 have no MW counterparts in any catalog.767

In both schemes, MUWCLASS confidently classify 40768

LM-STARs, 7 AGNs, and 2 HM-STARs, while the 5-769

class scheme confidently classify three less YSOs due to770

differences in the candidate CO class uncertainties be-771

tween the two schemes. As the goal of the 5-class scheme772

is to identify candidate COs, for the purposes of plotting773

we use the 8-class scheme, and overlay candidate COs774

on top.775

All confidently classified stellar objects (including LM-776

STARs, HM-STARs and YSOs) have multi-wavelength777

counterparts, while all confidently classified AGNs do778

11 Among the confidently classified in this work sources, only 3
sources classified as LM-STARs were classified as HM-STARs in
Yang et al. (2022) albeit at lower confidence.
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not, except for faint (> 20 mag) DECaPS counter-779

parts, which may be caused by the substantial extinction780

(E(B−V ) = 1.3 or AV ≈ 4) through the Galactic plane781

in the direction of NGC 3532.782

4.2. Diagrams with Classification Results783

Figure 8 shows the CMD with confidently classified784

sources marked by various symbols. Most sources clas-785

sified as LM-STARs and YSOs are located on the main786

sequence. LM-STARs appear to be brighter in the G-787

band and are redder in color. One LMXB, along with788

other candidate COs appear below the main sequence.789

The two CXO sources with DECaPS converted790

magnitudes at G > 22 have highest AGN proba-791

bilities, with one passing the confidence thresh-792

old. This is consistent with the reddening procedure793

described in Section 4, which results in almost all AGNs794

in the TD being reddened to BP-RP> 2, G > 18.795

Classified sources lacking optical colors do not appear796

on the CMD plot. Therefore, we also plot a HR diagram797

with classification results in Figure 9. A clear segrega-798

tion of source classes along the medium-soft HR scale799

is seen: LM-STARs are soft; many unconfidently clas-800

sified sources, including a majority of variable sources801

are slightly harder; YSOs, LMXBs, and some candidate802

COs are closer to the middle; other candidate COs are803

harder on both scales; and AGNs appear as the hardest804

class.805

The larger HRs for classified AGNs are consistent with806

the expected high X-ray absorption of AGNs through807

the entire Galactic plane, as well as their intrinsically808

harder spectra compared to stars. Note that the un-809

certainties on HRs (not shown in the figure to reduce810

clutter; see Fig. 4) can be very large for fainter sources,811

and their actual location may be significantly different812

than the observed location.813

Figure 10 shows a diagram of X-ray versus optical814

fluxes with classification results. Optical fluxes are815

calculated with816

FG = ∆νZPν10
MG/2.5 (3)817

where ∆ν is the frequency range, and ZPν is the818

zero point of the G-band..12 CXO sources lacking819

an optical counterpart are shown on a line correspond-820

ing to DECaPS2 z = 21.7 (photometric depth at which821

50% sources are recovered; Saydjari et al. 2022). Con-822

fidently classified LM-STARs are seen to the right of823

the (FX/FO) = 10−3 line, while unconfidently classified824

12 Values taken from http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/
svo/theory/fps3/index.php?mode=browse&gname=
GAIA&asttype=

variable X-ray sources, as well as candidate COs, are825

relatively brighter in X-rays and located to the left of826

this line.827

We also plot X-ray versus optical luminosities in Fig-828

ure 11. For elucidation, all available Gaia distances are829

used, but sources with π/σπ < 4 (stricter than the cut830

used for ML classification) are marked as having un-831

reliable parallaxes. For sources showing flares in their832

lightcurves, the flare luminosities are indicated by ar-833

rows pointing from the mean source luminosity to the834

flare luminosity (see Section 5 for details). This plot con-835

firms that sources classified as YSOs, HM-STARs, and836

candidate COs are more luminous in the X-ray com-837

pared to LM-STARs.838

The majority of variable sources have fairly low mean839

X-ray luminosities, as well as low optical luminosities840

consistent with M-dwarfs. As we discuss in Section 5,841

most of these are likely coronally flaring cluster LM-842

STARs.843

4.3. X-ray Sources without Counterparts844

Since a lack of MW counterparts may be an indica-845

tion of an unusual (non-stellar) nature of X-ray emission,846

we compiled the 7 CXO sources without Gaia, 2MASS,847

WISE, and DECaPS2 counterparts in Table 1.848

The X-ray fluxes of these sources span from 4.5×10−15
849

to 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2, similar to sources with counter-850

parts. The X-ray to optical flux ratio limit for these851

sources ranges from 0.15 to 0.4, while most X-ray sources852

with MW counterparts are significantly brighter in the853

optical than in the X-ray. These source cluster on the854

hard-hard region in Figure 4, and some of them are con-855

fidently classified as AGNs.856

5. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF SELECTED857

SOURCES858

Beyond summarizing the bulk properties of the X-ray859

sources in the field of NGC 3532 above, we perform a860

more detailed analysis of these sources to draw further861

conclusions about X-ray source populations in and be-862

yond the cluster, and to check the accuracy of our ML863

classifications.864

Spectra for 107 CXO sources with more than 50 net865

counts and S/N> 5 in CSC2 were extracted using the866

wavdetect and specextract functions in CIAO tools867

version 4.14, and fitted using the Sherpa package (Fr-868

uscione et al. 2006). Spectra for two additional sources869

(# 118, 119), with slightly lower number of counts were870

also extracted because of their classifications as candi-871

date COs. The extracted spectra were fit with the ther-872

mal plasma emission model (mekal) and the powerlaw873

http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/svo/theory/fps3/index.php?mode=browse&gname=GAIA&asttype=
http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/svo/theory/fps3/index.php?mode=browse&gname=GAIA&asttype=
http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/svo/theory/fps3/index.php?mode=browse&gname=GAIA&asttype=
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Figure 7. Summary of the classification outcomes for X-ray sources in NGC 3532. The green histograms show the classifica-
tion distributions of all sources per class while the yellow histograms show the subsets without multiwavelength counterparts
(DECaPS2 counterparts, which were not used for classification, are not counted here). The bins are labeled with the number of
source belong to each class. The first panel shows the distributions for all classifications using the 8-class scheme. The second
panel shows the distributions for confident classifications (CT> 2) using the 8-class scheme. The third and forth panels show
the same but for the 5-class scheme.
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Figure 8. CMD of NGC 3532. Gaia cluster members shown in cyan. Classifications of CXO sources with optical counterparts
are labeled according to legend. Candidate COs marked with orange stars. Sources discussed in Section 5 are labeled. This
figure is available online as an interactive figure, with the ability to zoom, pan, and display detailed information for each source.
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Figure 9. HR diagram of CXO sources with classifications labeled according to legend. Candidate COs marked with yellow
stars. Sources discussed in Section 5 are labeled with numbers. This figure is available online as an interactive figure, with the
ability to zoom, pan, and display detailed information for each source.
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Figure 10. X-ray and optical fluxes for CXO sources in the field of NGC 3532. X-ray source classifications labeled according
to legend. Lines of constant X-ray to optical flux ratios are shown. CXO sources without optical counterparts are shown to
the left, on a line corresponding to DECaPS2 z = 21.7 (photometric depth at which 50% sources are recovered; Saydjari et al.
2022). Sources discussed in Section 5 are labeled. This figure is available online as an interactive figure, with the ability to
zoom, pan, and display detailed information for each source.
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Figure 11. X-ray and optical luminosities for CXO sources with Gaia counterparts. Arrows extending from mean luminosity to
flare luminosity for flaring sources are shown. Lines of constant X-ray to optical luminosity ratios are shown. Sources discussed
in Section 5 are labeled. This figure is available online as an interactive figure, with the ability to zoom, pan, and display
detailed information for each source.
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Source 2CXO Name Det. Signif. Class PClass Can. CO Fb HRMS HRHM Pvar

54 J110453.3-584900 7.8 NS? 0.46± 0.27 N 0.85± 0.13 0.55± 0.16 0.71± 0.07 0.52

53 J110434.8-584908 6.8 AGN 0.93± 0.09 N 0.60± 0.12 0.84± 0.12 0.66± 0.10 0.5

60 J110525.5-584727 6.4 AGN? 0.68± 0.18 N 0.95± 0.16 0.72± 0.26 0.90± 0.04 0.52

36 J110458.3-585053 6.4 AGN 0.93± 0.07 N 0.64± 0.11 0.83± 0.13 0.80± 0.06 0.013

17 J110538.0-585419 6.1 AGN 0.80± 0.14 N 1.08± 0.18 0.85± 0.12 0.86± 0.05 0.39

23 J110526.1-584225 5.8 LMXB? 0.56± 0.11 Y 1.06± 0.21 −0.33± 0.16 0.63± 0.11 1

92 J110445.4-584807 5 AGN 0.93± 0.14 N 0.45± 0.10 0.70± 0.27 0.83± 0.08 0.83

Table 1. CXO sources without optical or NIR/IR counterparts. Columns include detection significance, most probable ML classi-
fication and its probability, candidate CO status in 5(if CT> 2 for CO class probability, see Equation 2), broadband (0.5-7
keV) flux in units of 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2, hardness ratios, and variability probability. Unconfident classifications (as determined
by Eq. 2) are marked with ”?”.
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xspowerlaw (PL) models modified by the interstellar874

photoelectric absorption according to xsphabs (phabs)875

model (Wilms et al. 2000). For sources that were not876

well fit by either model, we attempted fits with a two-877

component thermal plasma (mekal) model. We also878

tried fits with a blackbody model bbodyrad, but it did879

not fit any source significantly better than other models.880

The wstat statistic was used in all of the fits performed881

with Sherpa.13882

Additionally, we extracted lightcurves for the same883

sources using the dmextract function in CIAO tools,884

with 500 s bins. To extract flare spectra for flaring885

sources, we determine the flare time interval from their886

lightcurves with the following procedure: The lightcurve887

is split into 50 bins. The starting point of the flare is888

set at the bin with 4.5σ probability that it did not have889

counts above the median count rate by chance, and the890

ending point of the flare is set at the next bin where this891

probability drops below 99% (2.56σ).892

We discuss some groups of sources below, selected893

based on their X-ray brightness (> 100 net counts), pres-894

ence of flares in their lightcurves, their ML classifications895

as a candidate CO, or if the optical counterparts are896

higher mass stars (A or earlier type; see Figure 3). These897

sources are categorized into lower mass cluster mem-898

bers, higher mass cluster members, background sources899

in the Galaxy, hard background sources with coun-900

terparts, sources with only DECaPS counterparts, and901

sources without any counterparts. The most inter-902

esting sources of each group are presented here,903

while additional sources are presented in Section904

C of the Appendix. For convenience, variable sources905

are labeled with an asterisk next to the source number.906

The properties of these sources, including classification907

results and best-fit spectral model parameters are shown908

in Table 2. The full table of all CXO sources detected909

with S/N> 5 is available electronically.910

Potential binary sources were identified using Gaia’s911

Renormalised Unit Weight Error (RUWE) parameter,912

which measures goodness of fit of the astrometric data913

to a single star model. A value significantly greater than914

1 (around 1.4) indicates binarity, or potential problems915

with the astrometric solution (Brown et al. 2021). Since916

NGC 3532 has a well-defined binary sequence visible917

above the solitary star main sequence in Figure 3, an918

offset from the main sequence can also indicate binarity.919

5.1. Cluster Lower Mass Stars920

13 see https://cxc.cfa.harvard.edu/sherpa/

Sources 7, 10∗, 22∗, 25, 35, 57∗, 61∗, 66∗, and 68∗921

have Gaia counterparts that are low-mass members of922

NGC 3532. Their spectra and lightcurves are shown in923

Figures 13 and 14.924

During the CXO observation, the average luminosi-925

ties of these sources range from 1029 erg s−1 to 9 ×926

1029 erg s−1, with the most luminous source being source927

57∗. Their X-ray to optical flux ratios range from 10−4
928

to 10−2. Several sources are variable, and three display929

flares. Source 22∗ is borderline variable by Kuiper’s930

statistics (variability probability 0.987), but visibly931

shows a minor flare. The X-ray spectra of all these932

sources are soft or relatively soft (with −0.8 <HRms <933

−0.3 and −0.6 <HRhm < 0.4). Most can be fitted934

with an absorbed PL with Γ ≈ 2.4− 3.7 or mekal with935

kT = 0.4−1.0 keV. Sources 35, 57∗, 66∗, and 68∗ are not936

well fit by either simple model, while a two-temperature937

mekal model fits well with kT1 = 0.2 − 0.4 keV and938

kT2 = 1.2− 2.5 keV. The lightcurves of sources 10∗ and939

61∗ show flares with a sharp-rise and slow-decay profile940

typical for stellar (coronal) flares (Pye et al. 2015). The941

profiles of the flares of sources 22∗ and 66∗ appear more942

symmetric, possibly due to noisier data.943

The optical colors of these sources are consistent with944

being low-mass stars on the cluster’s main sequence or945

the binary track right above it. Source 22∗ has Gaia946

eDR3 RUWE of 1.3, possibly indicating binarity, which is947

consistent with its location on the binary track. Sources948

7, 25, 35, 57∗, and 66∗ are visibly above the main se-949

quence in the binary track, but do not have high RUWE950

values. The two-temperature spectra of the latter three951

sources could be explained if they are systems of coro-952

nally active binary stars (McGale et al. 1996).953

All of these sources are confidently classified as954

LM-STAR, or otherwise have high combined LM-955

STAR/YSO probabilities, consistent with their soft956

spectra, and probable coronal X-ray emission.957

Based on the above analysis we conclude that the X-958

ray emission of most CXO sources matched to a clus-959

ter member have a coronal origin, although some of960

these sources may be active binaries rather than soli-961

tary stars.14 We find that the ML classifications of these962

sources are mostly accurate (see main sequence on Fig-963

ure 8), but we note that four K/M-type stars are964

classified as YSOs. (The other YSOs are not965

cluster members.)966

The large number of unconfidently classified variable967

sources at the fainter end of the CMD (Figure 8) corre-968

14 We currently do not have an active binary class in our TD, so
these systems may be classified as another class, such as YSOs.
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spond to the variable sources in the middle of the HR969

diagram (Figure 9), and the variable sources with low X-970

ray and optical luminosity in Figure 11. Many of these971

sources are cluster members on the main sequence, and972

their multi-wavelength properties make them likely to973

be coronally active LM-STARs.974

These unconfident classifications (which have975

high combined LM-STAR/YSO probabilities), as976

well as the four YSO classifications, are likely977

due to the large number of YSOs with proper-978

ties similar to those of underrepresented K/M979

stars in the TD (> 1000 YSOs, compared to ∼ 40980

K/M stars ). Additionally, the pre-main se-981

quence stage of lower-mass stars (> 0.5M⊙) can982

last tens or hundreds of Myrs, during large por-983

tions of which they evolve slowly through the984

optical and infrared feature spaces close to the985

main sequence (Amard et al. 2019). Therefore,986

at the cluster age of 300 Myr, some M-type stars987

may still be in their pre-main sequence stage,988

while other LM-STARs may be easily confused989

for YSOs990

The coronal activity of low-mass stars is known to991

be correlated with the star’s rotation rate (Pizzocaro992

et al. 2019; Notsu et al. 2019; Fritzewski et al. 2021).993

We crossmatched CXO sources to stars with rotation994

periods derived in Fritzewski et al. (2021). An X-ray995

luminosity vs. rotation period plot is shown in Fig. 12.996

As expected, there is an inverse correlation between the997

stellar rotation period and X-ray luminosity. However, it998

shows substantial scatter (which is also seen in Fig. 11999

of Pizzocaro et al. 2019) suggesting that factors other1000

than rotation period, such as the presence of a close1001

companion, may be important. Somewhat surprisingly,1002

only two of these sources are variable in X-rays, and1003

none exhibit significant flares. This may be because the1004

more frequently flaring stars tend to be less massive, and1005

therefore fainter, and less likely to have their rotation1006

periods measured.1007

5.2. Cluster A-Type and B-Type Stars1008

Several A-type (Sources 29∗, 55, 64) and B-type1009

(Sources 51, 65, 111, and 131) stars belonging to the1010

cluster are also coincident with X-ray sources. Their1011

spectra and lightcurves are shown in Figures 15 and 16.1012

Sources 51, 65, 111, and 131 (identified as HD 961921013

- A, CPD-58 3069 - A1V, V* GV Car - A0, HD 96246 -1014

A0V, respectively) have similarly high RUWE values, posi-1015

tions above the solitary star track of the main sequence,1016

non-variability, and X-ray luminosities ∼ 1029 erg s−1.1017

Source 131 has too few counts to extract a spectrum,1018

while the other sources have soft spectra with kT ≈ 0.41019

to 0.5 keV. Their literature A-type classifications con-1020

flict somewhat with the Gaia DR3 classifications as B-1021

type stars. Source 51, in particular, appears slightly1022

lower than sources 55 and 64 on the main sequence.1023

Isochrone fitting suggests their masses to be between 2-31024

M⊙, broadly consistent with late-B or early-A classes.1025

Source 111 is not confidently classified as a LM-STAR1026

by MUWCLASS, because its X-ray spectrum shows a1027

hard excess (above 6 keV) in its otherwise typical stel-1028

lar spectrum. Given the RUWE value of 1.3, it’s possible1029

that interactions with a companion star is responsible1030

for the hard excess. The nature of the companion could1031

be constrained by a radial velocity study.1032

Source 29∗ (HD 96157) is identified as an A0 star in1033

SIMBAD. It is strongly variable, exhibiting the largest1034

flare among all CXO sources detected in NGC 3532,1035

with a sharp rise, slow decay, and a duration of ∼ 51036

ks. The average flare luminosity is 4.1 × 1030 erg s−1,1037

a factor of ∼ 10 larger than the average quiescent lu-1038

minosity of the source. The average spectrum can be1039

described by mekal with kT ≃ 1.4 keV, but shows a1040

soft excess that’s better described by a two-temperature1041

mekal model with kT1 = 0.37 keV and kT1 = 2.5 keV.1042

The RUWE of 0.84 does not indicate binarity, but it has1043

a slightly elevated position on the solitary star track of1044

the main sequence. The source is classified as 60% LM-1045

STAR, and 33% as HM-STAR. (Note, that in our TD1046

HM-STAR class consists of OB type stars and WR stars,1047

which do not extend down into A-type stars.)1048

It is commonly accepted that solitary A stars should1049

be very faint in X-rays, since they have fairly small con-1050

vective zones (compared to late type stars) and lack1051

strong winds (compared to OB stars) (Günther et al.1052

2022). Therefore, the detection of X-ray bright soli-1053

tary A-type stars is unexpected. Since most of these1054

sources are likely to be binaries, the detected X-ray1055

emission may be attributed to a lower mass compan-1056

ion. However, there is only weak evidence of binarity1057

for the strongly flaring Source 29∗. Sensitive optical1058

spectroscopy is needed to perform an additional search1059

for a low-mass companion. If it is indeed a binary sys-1060

tem, then the companion may be very low mass, which1061

would be consistent with the strong flare.1062

5.3. AGNs1063

All seven confidently classified AGNs appear in the1064

hard-hard region of the HR diagram (see Figure 9), have1065

corresponding hard spectra (Γ < 1.5, except for source1066

49 with Γ = 3), are non-variable, and have relatively1067

few counts (∼ 60). Three of these sources have faint1068

(magnitude > 20) counterparts in the DECaPS2 survey,1069

and none have any other counterparts. Based on these1070
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Figure 12. Rotation period of cluster stars from Fritzewski et al. (2021) vs. CXO broadband luminosity for crossmatched
sources. Colormap shows Gaia DR3 spectral types (Fouesneau et al. 2022).

properties, we consider the AGN classifications to be1071

reliable.1072

5.4. Background Sources with Gaia Counterparts1073

Sources 8, 15, 27, 30, 42, 49, 70, and 119 have medium1074

hardness ratios in Figure 9, and are bright enough1075

for more detailed analysis. They have Gaia counter-1076

parts with distances beyond the cluster which are well-1077

constrained, except for sources 30 and 49, which still1078

have significant proper motions that exclude an extra-1079

galactic nature. Their spectra and lightcurves are shown1080

in Figures 17 and 18.1081

Sources 30∗, 42∗, and 49∗ (d ≈ 3, 1.5, 1.2 kpc, re-1082

spectively) show similar flares with symmetric profiles1083

(unlike the sharp-rise slow-decay flares common for1084

LM-STARs discussed above) and relatively hard spec-1085

tra with HRms ≈ 0.2 and HRhm = 0.3, 0.5, -0.1 respec-1086

tively. Their spectra can be described by an absorbed1087

PL model with Γ = 2.0−3.1, and show some evidence of1088

hardening during the flares. The X-ray flare luminosities1089

for these sources are ≈ 1031 erg s−1, while their quiescent1090

emission is much fainter. The preferred ML classifica-1091

tion for these sources is LMXB, but at fairly low confi-1092

dence, with other possibilities being YSO or CV. Sources1093

30∗ and 42∗ are classified as candidate COs, which is1094

supported by the atypical flare profiles and higher lumi-1095

nosities.1096

Source 70, located at d ≈ 1.8 kpc, is similar to these1097

three sources in all respects (including the classifica-1098

tions) except that it does not exhibit a flare during the1099

CXO observation. Its highest classification probability1100

is YSO at 57%.1101

5.5. Hard Sources with MW Counterparts1102

Sources 4, 9, 12, 62, and 90 have at least one mul-1103

tiwavelength counterpart in Gaia, 2MASS, or WISE1104

surveys. Of these, sources 4, 12, and 90 are located1105

at the edge of ACIS field of view, and thus have par-1106
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Figure 13. Spectra and lightcurves for selected cluster CXO sources. Spectral model fitted to each source shown in plot
title.
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Figure 14. Spectra and lightcurves for selected cluster CXO sources.
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Figure 15. Spectra and lightcurves for CXO sources matched to cluster A-type stars.

ticularly large PUs that increases the chance coinci-1107

dence probability. They appear in the hard-hard (up-1108

per right) corner on the HR diagram, being slightly1109

softer than confidently classified AGNs (see Figure 9).1110

Their spectra resemble those of AGNs (see Figure 19),1111

and are well fit by both models, with PL photon in-1112

dices Γ ≈ 2.0, 1.6 and mekal kT ≈ 5.4, 6.5 keV.1113

The lightcurves are not variable. The distances (when1114

present) of the Gaia counterparts have large uncertain-1115

ties (in excess of 1, 000 pc), and most of the parallaxes1116

do not pass the π/σπ >= 2 cut that determines whether1117

their distances are used in ML classification. However,1118

these sources still have highly significant proper motions,1119

and their BP-RP colors (when present) are bluer than1120

the color of any AGN in the TD after applying extinc-1121

tion through the plane. These factors exclude an ex-1122

tragalactic origin. At their fiducial distances, the X-ray1123

luminosities ∼ 1030 −1031 erg s−1 are at the high end for1124

coronally active stars and at the low end for X-ray bi-1125

naries. The RUWE values of ∼ 1 do not indicate binarity,1126

but this could be due to the large distances and opti-1127

cal faintness. The ML pipeline classifies some of these1128

sources as candidate COs in the 5-class scheme, which1129

is supported by the hard spectra and fairly high X-ray1130

luminosities.1131
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Figure 16. Spectra and lightcurves for CXO sources matched to cluster B-type stars.

Source 9 has a Gaia counterpart with a large RUWE1132

value of 1.9, which suggests a background Galactic bi-1133

nary system. Its extremely large proper motion of1134

18.3± 0.2mas/yr translates to a large tangential veloc-1135

ity of ∼ 300 km s−1 at its fiducial distance of 4± 2 kpc,1136

which after accounting for differential Galactic rota-1137

tion, is still in excess of 100 km s−1. Its hard spectrum1138

(Γ = 1.6 ± 0.5), combined with its inferred large veloc-1139

ity and RUWE may indicate a binary system containing1140

a non-accreting pulsar responsible for the hard emission1141

(Jennings et al. 2018).1142

Source 12 only has an UnWISE counterpart in the W21143

band, and a faint DECaPS2 counterpart in the i and z1144

bands (> 21 mag). It has the highest X-ray flux among1145

detected sources with FX = 4.1 × 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2.1146

The absorbed PL fit indicates nH = 1.0±0.2×1022 cm−2
1147

which is compatible with an extragalactic origin (based1148

on the total nH ≈ 9× 1021 cm−2 expected for AV ≈ 4;1149

Güver & Özel (2009)), unless the source is intrinsically1150

obscured. This source also has the highest limiting flux1151

ratio LX/LO ≳ 1.5 of all sources (see Figure 10).1152

Source 62 has a highly significant proper motion (7.5±1153

0.6mas/yr) which implies a Galactic nature. Given its1154

faintness in the optical/NIR, and the very high X-ray to1155

optical flux ratio (see Figure 10) it could be an LMXB,1156

in agreement with its ML classification.1157

5.6. Sources with Only DeCAPS2 Counterparts1158

Sources 13, 18, 26, 52, 43∗, and 77 do not have coun-1159

terparts, except for faint counterparts in DECaPS2. Be-1160

cause of this, it is difficult to confirm or exclude these1161

sources as AGNs, except for source 43. Their spectra1162

and lightcurves are shown in Figure 20.1163

Source 43∗ is variable (most counts are seen during1164

the ∼5-ks long flare), with a hard spectrum which is1165

fit by the absorbed PL or mekal models, with Γ ≈ 1.91166

or kT ≈ 4.3 keV, respectively. On the hardness ra-1167

tio diagram, this source appears near the middle of the1168

medium-hard scale, harder than LM-STARs, and away1169

from confidently classified AGNs and other hard sources1170

on the top right. The flare itself reaches peak luminosity1171

in ∼ 1 ks, and plateaus for ∼ 4 ks. During the flare the1172

spectrum is quite hard with the absorbed PL fit having1173
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Figure 17. Spectra and lightcurves for CXO sources matched to cluster background sources.

Γ ≈ 1.8. This behavior is distinct from typical coronal1174

flares. The source is classified as 70% LMXB, and con-1175

sequently, is identified as a candidate CO. This source1176

is only 1.5′′ away from a bright (G = 12.6) background1177

A-type star. Although the star is likely too offset to be1178

the counterpart of the X-ray source, its brightness may1179

be precluding the detection of a fainter counterpart to1180

the X-ray source. In fact, in the DECaPS2 survey, this1181

source has 2 counterparts within a 1′′ radius in the Y -1182

band, Y = 17.7 and 18.6 respectively. However, the1183

reliability is uncertain, given the proximity of the bright1184

star. If the source does have an optical counterpart, its1185

classification is likely to change.1186

Source 77 lacks counterparts, except for a faint coun-1187

terpart in VPHAS+ and DECaPS2, with VPHAS+1188

i = 20 and DECaPS2 from r=21.7 mag to Y = 19.4.1189

Being near the edge of the CXO observation field, the1190

source has a large PU (1.08′′) and a higher chance coinci-1191

dence probability. This source appears on the top right1192

corner of the HR diagram, close to confidently classi-1193

fied AGNs. It shows a very hard spectrum that’s well1194

fit by the PL model with Γ ≈ 1.3. Significant classifi-1195

cation probabilities are 81% NS, and 17% AGN. The1196

source is probably not a member of NGC 3532, be-1197

cause of substantial absorption in the X-ray spectrum1198

(nH = 0.9 ± 0.3 cm−2). If the DECaPS2 counter-1199
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Figure 18. Spectra and lightcurves for CXO sources matched to cluster background sources.

part is a true match, then this source would not1200

be classified as a NS.1201

Sources 13, 18, 26, and 52 are similar to source 77,1202

except that they have fainter DECaPS2 counterparts1203

(> 22 mag within 0.5′′ of CXO positions). They have1204

high AGN and NS classification probabilities, but the1205

presence of faint IR counterparts makes them more likely1206

to be AGNs. This underscores the importance of hav-1207

ing deep NIR survey coverage to discriminate between1208

AGNs and possible CO classes.1209

5.7. Sources without MW Counterparts1210

Sources 20, 54, and 110 have no reliable MW coun-1211

terparts, even in the DECaPS2 survey. Sources 20 and1212

54 exhibit X-ray properties similar to those of sources1213

discussed in Section 5.5, including location on the HR1214

diagram, and hard or relatively hard spectra (see Fig-1215

ure 21) which are mostly well fitted by PL models with1216

Γ = 1.4− 1.9.1217

Neither of these sources are confidently classified, but1218

the most probable classes are LMXB and NS, as well1219

as AGN for source 54. Given the relative brightness in1220

X-rays, but the lack of counterparts down to the lim-1221

iting magnitude of 21.7 (at 50% recovery rate) in the1222
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Figure 19. Spectra and lightcurves for hard CXO sources matched to background sources.
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z band of the DECaPS2 survey, we consider these CO1223

classifications plausible.1224

Source 110 has an absorbed PL index with high un-1225

certainty Γ = 3.1± 0.8, which may indicate a soft spec-1226

trum. Its X-ray spectrum resembles those of magnetars.1227

At an assumed typical Galactic distance of ∼ 4 kpc, its1228

X-ray luminosity would be ∼ 2 × 1031 erg s−1. This1229

absorbed luminosity is compatible with those of mag-1230

netars in quiescence (Olausen & Kaspi 2014). The cor-1231

responding unabsorbed luminosity of ∼ 1032 erg s−1 is1232

too large for a non-flaring low mass star, while a higher1233

mass star should be visible in DECaPS2. Source 110 is1234

unconfidently classified by MUWCLASS as a NS at 56%1235

probability.1236

Sources 20 and 110 have 1 “bad” detection ∼ 1′′1237

away in the DECaPS2 g-band, but without any reported1238

fluxes. A deeper NIR observation would help to firmly1239

establish the nature of these sources.1240

6. SUMMARY1241

We performed multiwavelength analysis and classifi-1242

cation of 131 X-ray sources detected in the field of the1243

300 Myr-old nearby cluster NGC 3532. Of these X-ray1244

sources, 28% are variable, and 95% have multiwave-1245

length counterparts in at least one of the surveys we1246

used. We summarize the main results from our study1247

below:1248

• We confidently classified 40 CXO sources to be1249

low-mass stars or young low-mass stars, of which1250

31 belong to the cluster. Six flaring sources belong1251

to the cluster, with the largest flare luminosity be-1252

ing 3.4× 1030 erg s−1 cm−2.1253

• We confirm the previously reported inverse corre-1254

lation between X-ray activity and rotation period1255

in low-mass stars.1256

• Eight late B-type or early A-type cluster stars1257

were detected in X-rays. While most of them1258

likely have low-mass companions responsible for1259

X-ray emission, Source 29∗ does not have reported1260

evidence of binarity, and yet shows a strong, 5-1261

ks long flare with an average flare luminosity of1262

3.4× 1030 erg s−1.1263

• Detailed analysis of ML classification results con-1264

firms that the precision of LM-STAR and AGN1265

classifications in the field of NGC 3532 are high,1266

while completeness is lower. This could be due1267

to biases and imbalances in the distribution of1268

source classes in our TD. The classifications for1269

CO classes are mostly unconfident, due to under-1270

representation in the TD, and require additional1271

observations/analysis to confirm.1272

• Among galactic background sources with MW1273

counterparts, we found flaring sources (Sources 30,1274

42, 43, 49) showing symmetric flare profiles which1275

differ from sharp-rise slow-decay profiles typical1276

for flaring stars. Since such profiles are relatively1277

rare for coronal stellar flares, these sources may1278

have a different nature. Of these, Source 43 is1279

the most interesting source, showing a strong flare1280

distinct from typical coronal flares. Deeper CXO1281

ACIS observations of these sources could uncover1282

a possible compact object nature.1283

• We identified several other background sources as1284

candidate compact objects (Sources 4, 9, 12, 20,1285

54, 62, and 110), based on their spectral properties1286

and higher X-ray luminosities at their fiducial dis-1287

tances. In particular, source 9 has a high tangen-1288

tial velocity of 340 km s−1 which, combined with1289

the hard X-ray spectrum, makes it likely to be a1290

non-accreting neutron star in a binary system.1291

• The candidate compact objects are not likely to be1292

cluster members of NGC 3532, because they lack1293

reliable optical/IR counterparts. The CO rem-1294

nants of the ∼ 20 massive stars that have gone su-1295

pernova at the cluster age have likely all escaped1296

the cluster by this time. In theory, some types1297

of COs (e.g., CVs or NSs from electron-capture1298

SNe) could exist in NGC 3532. However, electron-1299

capture SNe that form NSs are thought to be only1300

a few percent of core collapse SNe (Wanajo et al.1301

2010), and thus may not have occurred in the clus-1302

ter. Additionally, any companion stars of WDs1303

may not hav had enough time to evolve to form1304

CVs. The only two cluster members that could,1305

in principle, harbour a CO are associated with the1306

evolved star (Source 99) and the A0 star with a1307

hard excess (Source 111).1308
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Source 2CXO Name Class PClass Can. CO Cnet Pvar Gmag Dist. γ kT

4 J110522.5-585718 HMXB? 0.36± 0.10 Y 131 0.47 16.8 6090+2090
−1020 2.03+0.45

−0.42 5.40+9.72
−1.99

7 J110450.0-585559 LM-STAR 1.00± 0.01 N 325 0.85 11.7 286+1.03
−1.06 9.80 +−

−1.25 0.56+0.04
−0.04

8 J110439.4-585550 YSO? 0.55± 0.15 N 53 0.97 17.77 616+44.7
−35.8 8.03 +−

−3.38 0.39+0.10
−0.09

9 J110449.9-585549 CV? 0.39± 0.07 Y 91 0.18 17.82 3890+2130
−1500 1.63+0.49

−0.45 5.33+2.40
−1.48

10 J110455.3-585516 YSO? 0.45± 0.10 N 56 1 18.92 561+66.8
−51.4 2.43+0.75

−0.39 0.67+0.16
−0.09

12 J110423.1-585445 AGN? 0.47± 0.07 N 382 0.96 2.21+0.26
−0.24 4.70+2.79

−1.17

13 J110548.8-585438 NS? 0.62± 0.32 N 104 0.44 1.66+0.47
−0.44 14.36+29.66

−7.03

15 J110443.6-585425 HM-STAR 0.61± 0.10 N 183 1 11.44 1850+77.6
−63.0 2.67+0.32

−0.30 1.04+0.06
−0.07

18 J110428.3-585400 AGN? 0.69± 0.33 N 114 0.42 22.37 1.90+0.41
−0.38 4.22+5.26

−1.35

20 J110605.6-585334 LMXB? 0.53± 0.23 N 124 0.88 1.78+0.51
−0.45 6.23+27.09

−3.52

22 J110414.8-585305 LM-STAR 1.00± 0.01 N 222 0.99 12.47 493+3.62
−3.61 5.12+0.68

−0.60 0.61+0.04
−0.04

25 J110535.7-585212 LM-STAR 1.00± 0.00 N 153 0.82 12.04 483+4.15
−3.35 9.63 +−

−1.33 0.40+0.10
−0.10

26 J110507.7-585206 NS? 0.65± 0.18 N 165 0.83 1.72+0.34
−0.32 15.32+38.65

−7.58

27 J110610.7-585154 YSO? 0.53± 0.12 N 139 1 18.13 1110+170
−118 3.09+0.63

−0.53 0.75+0.08
−0.18

29 J110430.1-585147 LM-STAR? 0.60± 0.11 N 330 1 9.84 466+2.83
−3.45 2.93+0.29

−0.26 1.38+1.17
−0.04

30 J110443.6-585132 LMXB? 0.38± 0.08 Y 53 1 19.87 2920+1280
−1530 2.67+0.62

−0.54 0.59+0.08
−0.10

35 J110543.3-585053 LM-STAR? 0.63± 0.13 N 220 0.64 15.55 482+6.31
−5.54 3.75+0.46

−0.42 0.67+0.74
−0.04

41 J110456.3-585015 YSO? 0.52± 0.06 N 219 1 16.74 371+18.9
−15.2 3.75+0.43

−0.39 0.79+0.05
−0.05

42 J110420.3-585010 LMXB? 0.36± 0.08 Y 131 1 16.6 1480+113
−83.3 2.02+0.35

−0.30 0.65 +−
−0.05

43 J110445.0-585009 LMXB 0.70± 0.11 Y 151 1 1.93+0.32
−0.30 4.27+1.60

−0.99

49 J110423.6-584935 LMXB? 0.45± 0.08 N 51 1 19.61 1220+1060
−341 3.17+1.12

−0.79 0.63+0.18
−0.12

51 J110438.6-584929 LM-STAR 0.83± 0.07 N 71 0.91 9.73 513+49.9
−38.0 8.78 +−

−1.93 0.51+0.07
−0.10

52 J110524.4-584913 AGN? 0.66± 0.14 N 101 0.97 1.50+0.43
−0.40 31.10 +−

−22.36

54 J110453.3-584900 NS? 0.46± 0.27 N 89 0.52 1.60+0.38
−0.36 24.56 +−

−17.68

55 J110554.8-584859 LM-STAR 0.87± 0.07 N 357 0.57 9.73 434+26.7
−23.9 8.22+0.97

−0.86 0.45+0.04
−0.07

57 J110435.5-584824 LM-STAR 1.00± 0.01 N 619 1 12.34 475+3.00
−3.11 4.80+0.36

−0.34 0.60+0.03
−0.03

59 J110520.7-584757 LM-STAR 0.78± 0.09 N 285 0.19 14.23 406+2.63
−2.40 5.40+0.64

−0.57 0.52+0.11
−0.05

61 J110529.6-584720 LM-STAR? 0.34± 0.12 N 74 1 18.54 463+39.5
−30.1 3.06+0.65

−0.56 1.02+0.41
−0.21

62 J110439.8-584701 LMXB 0.49± 0.09 Y 321 0.09 20.02 3980+1990
−1480 1.54+0.25

−0.24 17.64 +−
−8.69

64 J110518.4-584615 LM-STAR 0.73± 0.07 N 66 0.06 9.65 460+8.35
−6.46 10.00 +−

−1.82 0.44+0.11
−0.18

65 J110535.8-584609 LM-STAR 0.70± 0.10 N 66 0.17 8.97 538+21.4
−18.1 10.00 +−

−1.78 0.37+0.18
−0.12

66 J110535.5-584547 CV? 0.42± 0.09 N 144 1 17.39 450+16.6
−15.6 3.32+0.54

−0.47 0.67+0.06
−0.06

68 J110450.7-584543 LM-STAR? 0.43± 0.11 N 179 1 16.46 451+8.26
−6.86 3.19+0.49

−0.43 0.53+0.12
−0.05

70 J110542.6-584540 YSO? 0.57± 0.12 N 209 0.14 15.95 1810+130
−111 3.00+0.39

−0.36 0.99+0.08
−0.08

71 J110521.8-584528 LMXB? 0.60± 0.14 N 135 1 17.95 3.19+0.51
−0.45 0.64+0.06

−0.05

77 J110441.4-584352 NS 0.82± 0.12 Y 227 0.65 1.29+0.31
−0.29 79.90 +−

−54.75

90 J110621.8-585133 CV? 0.35± 0.08 Y 109 0 19.62 4560+1810
−1200 1.65+0.54

−0.47 6.52+20.21
−3.36

99 J110435.9-584520 LM-STAR 0.90± 0.07 N 130 1 7.41 429+6.09
−6.21 3.81+0.85

−0.68 0.24+0.06
−0.04

110 J110429.5-584406 NS? 0.56± 0.15 N 97 0.9 3.15+0.86
−0.77 1.88+0.85

−0.69

111 J110532.7-584349 LM-STAR? 0.55± 0.10 N 56 0.93 8.91 470+6.40
−5.91 10.00 +−

−1.75 0.56+0.06
−0.21

118 J110515.6-585437 LMXB? 0.43± 0.10 Y 36 0.94 20.78 4690+1870
−1870 1.86+0.82

−0.70 5.05 +−
−2.69

119 J110518.3-584842 LMXB? 0.44± 0.11 Y 34 0.01 17.62 1550+278
−219 3.28+0.95

−0.79 0.61+0.24
−0.11

131 J110457.9-584742 LM-STAR 0.89± 0.07 N 0.59 8.39

Table 2. Table of sources discussed in detail in Section 5. This table represents a subset of a larger machine-readable table
(MRT) which includes all 131 X-ray sources detected with S/N > 5, available electronically. Columns shown in this table include:
CSC2 name, most probable ML classification and probability, candidate CO status in 5-class scheme (if CT> 2 for CO class
probability, see Equation 2), net CXO counts, variability, Gaia eDR3 distance (pc), PL fit photon index Γ, and kT (keV)
from the mekal fit. Unconfident classifications in 8-class scheme (as defined by Eq. 2) are marked with ”?” Note that a source
with the highest probability for a CO class in the 8-class scheme may still not be a candidate CO in the 5-class scheme, if its
combined probabilities for the CO-related classes (LMXB, NS, CV, and HMXB) are not high enough.
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Figure 20. Spectra and lightcurves for CXO sources with only DECaPS2 counterparts.
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Figure 21. Spectra and lightcurves for CXO sources without MW counterparts.
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APPENDIX1340

A. CONFUSION MATRICES1341

To validate the performance of MUWCLASS applied to the NGC 3532 field, we use the same TD (with additional1342

distance and luminosity information) and leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOOCV) method as described in Yang et al.1343

(2022). Before running the LOOCV procedure, We apply reddening on AGNs in the TD using the extinction and1344

absorption parameters (E(B−V ) = 1.3, Ruiz (2018), nH = 9×1021 cm−2, Güver & Özel (2009)) through the Galactic1345

15 https://hvplot.holoviz.org/

https://hvplot.holoviz.org/
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Figure 22. Normalized precision confusion matrices (CMs) of the TD using the Leave-One-Out cross validation method
where every AGN has been reddened using the extinction/absorption parameter from the NGC 3532 field. Compared to (Yang
et al. 2022), Gaia eDR3 distances (Bailer-Jones et al. 2021) and associated luminosities are added, which improves performance
slightly. The left panels shows the CMs of all classifications while the right panels shows the CMs for the confident classifications
(CT≥ 2). The upper panels show the CMs under the 8-class scheme and the lower panels show the CMs under the 5-class
scheme. The value within each element of the CM is the percentage of sources in a true class, shown on the horizontal axis,
that are from the predicted class, shown on the vertical axis. The values under the class labels along the vertical axis in the left
panels are the total numbers of the sources in the corresponding classes, while in the right panels these values are the fractions
of the sources surviving the confidence cut (CT≥ 2) for each class. Redder colors indicate higher classification percentage.

plane in the direction of NGC 3532. The confusion matrices that summarize classification performance are shown in1346

Figure 22.1347

B. ASTROMETRIC CORRECTION1348

We apply astrometric corrections to CSC2 source coordinates by aligning the master level X-ray coordinates to1349

Gaia eDR3 source coordinates. The Gaia eDR3 reference sources are built with a few filters applied to ensure the1350

reliability of their astrometry (G < 23, Gaia position errors e RA ICRS< 1, e DE ICRS< 1, Gaia parallax and1351

parallax error −2 < Plx < 2, e Plx < 1, Gaia proper motion and proper motion error PM< 20, e PM< 1,1352

RUWE< 1.4 and Gaia astrometric excess noise epsi< 1.898, corresponding to the 90% of the epsi distribution).1353

Then, we propagate the Gaia coordinates to the X-ray observation epoch (MJD=54763 at 2008-10-24) using Gaia1354
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residlim ∆RA cos(DEC) ∆DEC PUastro RMS Residualsa # of matched pairs

arcsec arcsec arcsec arcsec arcsec

0.1 0.32 0.12 0.124 0.041 5

0.2 0.23 0.15 0.092 0.092 9

0.3 0.19 0.11 0.086 0.117 12

0.4 0.23 -0.03 0.062 0.190 22

Table 3. Astrometric solutions of CXO observation of NGC 3532 (ObsID=8941) using a
set of reslim parameter from wcs match. a RMS Residuals is calculated from wcs match.

proper motions (if no proper motion value is available, we use the initial ICRS coordinates from Gaia eDR3 catalog at1355

epoch MJD = 57388. at 2016-01-01). The X-ray sources are filtered on broadband significance > 5 and broadband net1356

counts (src cnts aper90 b)>20 before they are matched to the proper-motion-corrected Gaia sources using the CIAO1357

wcs match algorithm. For wcs match, we use “trans” method with only translational correction, source match radius1358

= 1.0, residtype=0, esidfac=0. The residlim is the residual limit used to eliminate the largest source pair position1359

error, and we tested several different values of this parameter (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4).1360

The astrometric (alignment) uncertainty (“PU astro 68” column) is calculated using the following equation:1361

PUastro = (

N∑
i=1

(
1

δ2X,i + δ2Gaia,i

))−1/2 (B1)1362

where i goes through all matched pairs that remain after the final iteration of wcs match, δX is the 1σ X-ray PU1363

calculated using the equation 14 from Kim et al. (2007), and δGaia is the standard error in the Gaia coordinates. The1364

final astrometric PUs are the arithmetic mean of the astrometric PUs in the RA and DEC directions. The astrometric1365

solutions are summarized in Table 3 with different setting of residlims. We use residlim=0.2 since it is consistent1366

with astrometric solutions calculated from residlim=0.1 and residlim=0.3 and the RMS residuals and the alignment1367

uncertainties converge.1368

We calculated the combined X-ray PU (“PU” column) by adding the 95% level PU from Kim et al. (2007)1369

(“PU kim95” column) and the alignment uncertainty (“PU astro 68” column, multiplied by 2 to convert 1-σ to 2-1370

σ) in quadrature.1371

C. DETAILED ANALYSIS FOR ADDITIONAL1372

SOURCES1373

Here we present detailed analysis for additional1374

sources not covered in Section 5.1375

C.1. Cluster Members1376

Source 71∗ misses 2MASS/Gaia counterparts by a tiny1377

margin (0.002′′ outside combined PU.), but is matched1378

to a DECaPS2 counterpart. However, because DE-1379

CaPS2 is not used in the ML pipeline, this source is1380

unconfidently classified as an LMXB. The Gaia coun-1381

terpart has proper motion (−9.981, 5.295) mas/yr and1382

distance (≈ 483 pc) consistent with those of NGC 3532,1383

is slightly above the main sequence on the binary track,1384

and appears to be K-type. However, the RUWE value1385

of 1.0 does not indicate binarity. Source 71 exhib-1386

ited a large flare with luminosity of 3 × 1030 erg s−1
1387

assuming a cluster distance. Since the spectrum and1388

lightcurve of Source 71 resemble those of a relatively1389

nearby coronally flaring low-mass star, we consider the1390

2MASS/Gaia counterpart to likely be the real match.1391

C.2. Cluster A-Type and B-Type Stars1392

Sources 55 and 64, identified as CPD-58 3086B,1393

CPD-58 305 in SIMBAD, were seen in ROSAT (Fran-1394

ciosini et al. 2000). They exhibit evidence of binarity1395

(RUWE=6.0, 1.5, and elevated positions above the soli-1396

tary star track of the main sequence in the CMD). The1397

X-ray spectra are soft and can be well-described by a1398

mekal model with kT ≈ 0.4 keV. They are non-variable,1399

and have X-ray luminosities of ∼ 1029 erg s−1.1400

Source 99∗ has a Gaia DR3 counterpart coincident1401

with the “red clump” region on the NGC 3532 isochrone1402

shown in see Figure 3, and is known as HD 96175 in1403

SIMBAD. Its distance and proper motion are compat-1404

ible with cluster membership. Using the isochrone fit,1405

this star has initial mass ≈ 3.3M⊙, or spectral type1406
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≈B8V. The source is variable in X-rays, displaying a1407

small flare. The Gaia RUWE value is 1.79, consistent with1408

previous identification as a spectroscopic binary. This1409

source also appears in the Gaia DR3 “Non-single stars1410

catalog” (Collaboration et al. 2022) with a measured pe-1411

riod of 240 days and primary semi-major axis of 0.2861412

AU. This source is likely in binary with a lower-1413

mass star responsible for the X-ray emissions.1414

Source 99 and 131 appear in the TD as LM-STARs,1415

and were classified as such. As our manual analysis1416

agrees with the classifications, we do not consider this1417

to be of much concern.1418

C.3. Foreground Stars1419

Sources 41∗ and 59 are coincident with foreground1420

stars at d ≈ 370 and 400 pc, respectively, according to1421

Gaia eDR3 distances (Bailer-Jones et al. 2021). Their1422

spectra and lightcurves are shown in Figure 23. Both1423

sources exhibit soft X-ray spectra which are adequately1424

described by the mekal model with kT = 0.78 and 0.261425

keV respectively. The former source is classified as 52%1426

YSO and 30% LM-STAR while the latter is classified as1427

86% LM-STAR.1428

The lightcurve of Source 41 shows a minor flare, while1429

its RUWE value of 2.2 indicates binarity. Given the some-1430

what harder spectrum (compared to Source 59), it may1431

be an active binary, which could be classified as a YSO1432

by the ML pipeline. Source 59 is likely a coronally active1433

low-mass star.1434

C.4. Background Sources1435

Source 8, at d ≈ 616± 40 pc, is slightly beyond NGC1436

3532, although its Gaia PM ((-10.025, 5.026) mas/yr) is1437

consistent with cluster membership. The source has a1438

soft X-ray spectrum, which fits with the mekal model,1439

having kT ≈ 0.39 keV. Its RUWE value of 1.3 may indicate1440

binarity. The CXO lightcurve shows a small flare. The1441

source is classified as 55% YSO and 38% LM-STAR,1442

suggesting either a coronally active low-mass star or an1443

active binary.1444

Source 15∗ was catalogued by Fernandez & Salgado1445

(1980) and is listed as Cl* NGC 3532 FERN 299 in1446

SIMBAD. However, Gaia proper motion (µRA,µDec)=(-1447

6.137, 0.351) mas yr−1, distance d ≈ 1850±75 pc, as well1448

as the position off the main sequence on the optical CMD1449

are inconsistent with cluster membership. The source is1450

significantly (but slowly) variable in X-rays with a rela-1451

tively hard spectrum that’s fit by an absorbed PL with1452

Γ ≈ 2.7. The X-ray luminosity is 5.7×1030 erg s−1. The1453

RUWE value of 1.5 indicates binarity. Gaia DR3 astro-1454

physical parameters are conflicting, with the ESP-ELS1455

module suggesting a K-type star with T ≈ 5, 000 K while1456

the FLAME module gives a stellar mass of 3.4M⊙, im-1457

plying a B-type star. The distance, brightness, and color1458

suggests an evolved star, possibly of K-type. The X-ray1459

source is classified by the pipeline as 74% HM-STAR and1460

16% YSO. The relatively bright X-ray emission may be1461

from interaction with a companion.1462

Source 27∗, at d ≈ 1100 pc, has UnWISE, 2MASS1463

and Gaia counterparts and shows a relatively hard X-ray1464

spectrum which can be described by mekal with kT ≈1465

0.7 keV, with most of the photons detected during the1466

flare. The flare has a sharp rise and slow decay profile1467

typical for stellar flares. The source is classified as 53%1468

YSO, 26% CV, and 18% LMXB. The classifications are1469

likely affected by the spectral hardening during the flare1470

which dominates most of the spectral counts.1471

Source 119 only has a Gaia counterpart, which is only1472

detected in the G-band. This source is non-variable dur-1473

ing the CXO observation. Its spectrum fits the absorbed1474

PL model with Γ ≃ 3.3. The source is harder and more1475

X-ray luminous (LX = 6× 1029 erg s−1) than most low-1476

mass stars. The highest classification probabilities are1477

44% LMXB, 18% CV, and 18% NS, and it’s therefore1478

classified as a candidate CO. It’s possible that a lack1479

of BP-RP color and NIR-IR counterparts disfavored it1480

from being classified as a YSO.1481

Source 118 is faint both in optical and X-rays, and1482

has a negative parallax in Gaia DR3 and a rather un-1483

certain proper motion (µ = (6.1± 1.6) mas yr−1). The1484

faintness of this source prevents us from drawing further1485

conclusions.1486

C.5. Hard Sources with MW counterparts1487

Sources 4 and 90 have Gaia and NIR counterparts,1488

with Gaia distance beyond the cluster. The sources lie1489

near the edge of the ACIS-I field-of-view, so the chance1490

coincidence probability is larger. The spectra are rela-1491

tively hard, and are well fit by both models, with PL1492

photon indices Γ ≈ 2.0, 1.6 and mekal kT ≈ 5.4, 6.51493

keV. Their X-ray luminosities (LX > 1031 erg s−1) are1494

higher than a typical solitary low-mass star at their fidu-1495

cial distances of 6 and 4.5 kpc, while their optical lu-1496

minosity LO ∼ 1032 , 1034 erg s−1 are compatible with1497

stellar luminosities. The RUWE values of ∼ 1 do not pro-1498

vide evidence of binarity. Their total proper motion of1499

(6.4 ± 0.6mas/yr, 7.0 ± 0.4mas/yr) translates to high1500

velocities of ≈ 180 km s−1, 150 km s−1. However, these1501

velocities may be mostly due to differential galactic ro-1502

tation. These sources are classified as candidate COs1503

in the 5-class scheme, which is supported by their hard1504

spectra and high X-ray luminosities.1505
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Figure 23. Spectra and lightcurves for CXO sources matched to cluster foreground stars.

D. WHITE DWARFS1506

We cross-matched WDs and WD candidates in NGC1507

3532 in the literature to CXO sources. Only three WDs1508

(None of them are the heavy WD VPHAS J110358.0-1509

583709.2) are located within the field of view of the CXO1510

observation, and none of them had an X-ray counter-1511

part. The list of WDs in NGC 3532 is given in Table 4.1512

Non-detection in X-rays is consistent with solitary WDs1513

with temperatures of ∼ 3 × 104 K, derived in Dobbie1514

et al. (2009) at the age of NGC 3532.1515
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Identifier Object Type RA DEC Reference

Cl* NGC 3532 RK 8 WD* 168.2033 -58.8306 [1]

NGC 3532-WDC J1107-5848 Candidate WD* 166.8698074 -58.80675485 [1]

NGC 3532-WDC J1107-5842 Candidate WD* 166.8415686 -58.7034724 [1]

NGC 3532-WDC J1106-5847 Candidate WD* 166.7460896 -58.79267942 [1]

NGC 3532-WDC J1106-5843 Candidate WD* 166.7151416 -58.73028971 [1]

NGC 3532-WDC J1106-5905 Candidate WD* 166.5764723 -59.08813626 [1]

NGC 3532-WDC J1106-5856 Candidate WD* 166.5702729 -58.93469326 [1]

Cl* NGC 3532 RK 5 WD* 166.5173497 -58.92221326 [1]

Cl* NGC 3532 RK 6 WD* 166.4710669 -58.49197324 [1]

Cl* NGC 3532 RK 1 WD* 166.3993072 -58.87401832 [1]

NGC 3532-WDC J1105-5857 Candidate WD* 166.3494859 -58.95636597 [1]

Cl* NGC 3532 RK 10 WD* 165.8130725 -58.36229544 [1]

VPHAS J110358.0-583709.2 WD 165.9916069 -58.6191961 [2]

VPHAS J110434.5-583047.4 WD 166.14375 -58.51317 [2]

VPHAS J110547.2-584241.8 WD 166.44667 -58.71161 [2]

Cl* NGC 3532 RK 9 WD* 165.9054929 -58.31119815 [3]

Table 4. WDs and candidate WDs suggested to be cluster members of NGC 3532. WDs within the
field of the CXO observation of NGC 3532 bolded. Some WDs have Gaia counterparts inconsistent
with cluster membership, and are not shown in Fig. 3. References: [1]: Dobbie et al. (2012), [2]:
Raddi et al. (2016), [3]: Koester & Reimers (1993)
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